JAGGER RAVED OVER BAND'S FIRST ALBUM

NMEexclusive feature and review by Nick Logan

"Groovy"

The free-swinging gentle

delight in the past, the pre-

contented world of rec-

years. The first credible

world of rock'n'roll and

Ray Charles and the ex-

the new EMI tape range.

with new Atonic tape-

EMITAPE of course

Exciting, crystal clean, fabulous

sound... Swing along with the

new EMI tape Atonic range.

AN EMI GROUP PRODUCT

Note: Used for the first time by Atonic, "Tape Tape" and borrows from the free-wheeling "Tape Tape" by its creators from the same product range.
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In the name of pop music NME's RICHARD GREEN suffers a...

NOEL REDDING EXPERIENCE

T is very unlikely that the Editor will send me to Morris to cover this year's NME or that I shall be asked to cover a Michael Heseltine speech at Hammersmith. But either of these might be regarded as a pretty good alternative to interviewing Noel Redding.

The criticism that Redding must be grossly overrated or be grossly under-rated or be grossly bored or be grossly effectual is not really an issue. The formidable fact is that he is a formidable figure and that his primary job is to make music. And he's good at it.

Of course he might be a bit of a maniac, but he's not a maniac. He's a musician.


HOLLIES BIG FRIDAY: 23 HOURS OF IT!

On Friday, September 27, the Hollies were back in Britain. They played a mini-concert at the Hammersmith Odeon, where they stayed only an hour. But they played on for another 23 hours.

In the meantime, they were invited to the NME offices. They played in the studio, and then they played on the NME charts at No. 27 this week.

GETTING AROUND TOWN WITH NME ANDY GRAY

Take a European trip with the 'Listen To Me' stars

MARATHON RELEASES FROM EMI

BRUCE CHANNEL

THE TEMPTATIONS

DON PARTRIDGE

THE ORANGE BICYCLE

THE MOVERS

ANDY KIM

COLOURS

THE WEIGHT

BUY THE BAND

CAPITOL 90295

EMI THE GREATEST RECORDING COMPANY IN THE WORLD
DAVE CLARK — SO PERFECT I WONDER IF HE'S REAL!

I've always been to decide if whether Dave Clark ever quite existed — even possible? — as a figure of his own imagination. The new D.C.5 are a formidable one and the fact that the perfect features of D.C. himself once more grace this page.

saturated

No vices

A promise

One tour

A gamble

Anti-war

NEW to the charts

Hugo replaces Leroy Holmes

From Britain's youngest staff, A&R man!

THE HERD
SUNSHINE COTTAGE
TF975

MIKE BATTs
"I See Wonderful Things in You"

JOE COCKER
"WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS"

HEY JOE,
DON'T MAKE IT BAD... TAKE A SAD SONs AND MAKE IT BETTER.
ROLLS US BACK TO ROCK

HOLLY IN SWEDEN
Gergard from page 1

JOEY THE BIG NAME

June Harris
in New York

Jose the Big Name

Ani Moses
in Hollywood

SOUNDS SENSATIONAL!
NEWS OF LATEST ELVIS
RELEASE PLUS OTHER
TOP U.S. SINGLES
AND LPS.

Here's the single release we've all been waiting for! The latest from Elvis, "You'll Never Walk Alone". And, by the sound of it, it's bound to be his biggest hit yet. Remember "It's Now or Never"? Well, this is even better than that—Elvis in his old, instant-able great ballad style. Hear him on RCA 7479.

There's a brand new record out by Chodagh Rodgers—the girl who caused a sensation at the Greek Song Festival earlier this year. "Rhythm of Love" on RCA 7481 is called and you'll just love this girl's rhythm! No wonder she's chosen to represent Britain at the Barc-eu-fons Song Festival.

Whoever heard of a song without words? Roger Webb obviously has because that's what he has in his latest release on RCA 7485. And there are no words to describe the atmosphere of this moody instrumental—Roger's own composition incidentally. Just listen to that piano and orchestras on "Song Without Words" and there's a good chance you'll be speechless, too.

What's new on the LP scene

The Jefferson Airplane's grand finale to their London trip is a sensational new LP, "Crown of Creation". Unusual revolutionary tracks include Clashinghams: Ice Cream Phoenix; and The House At Poona Corners. RCA SP-9796 or RDK796.

"Born to Be Wild" which was top of the Stateside charts recently is just one of the wild numbers on Steppenwolf's latest LP, simply called Steppenwolf RCA RD 7974. Other tracks from the group who say they innovate, create and function in an always moving, futuristic world include: The Pointer: A Girl I Knew and Take What You Need.

Catch the Johnny Artych Orchestra on RCA SP-9795 swinging to the Golden Songs of Donovan. Numbers like Catch the Wind, Yellow Jacket and Jennifer Juniper, impeccably performed as only the Johnny Artych Orchestra know how.
NEW SINGLES reviewed by JOHN WELLS

Don makes it hit number 3

“Top Man” (Columbia)

A new single from the established chartpper... this time from Don McLean. Out now that handsome young singer and his crew of 5 star vocals to complement his own music. And even though he’s only featured on one side piece about a girl who wants her man back... he can still win over the crowds and play.

PRESLEY MAGIC

With more OCA

HOLLIES SHATTER

OLD IMAGE

“Listen To Me” (Riviera) This is a must for all Hollies fans! A true re-creation of their old time hit, which comes up with a much more modern twist and appeal. Definitely worth a listen!

New sound from Barry

HARRY BRYAN - “Eldorado” (Viva)

ROBERT JOHN - “Don’t Leave Me” 3753

TONY BENNETT - “Hushabye Mountain” 3741

NEW SINGLES

CHICKEN SNACK - “Worried About My Woman” 57-3143

THE PEEDDLERS - “Comin’ Home Baby” 3734

No change for Doddy

Recommended

Want a BIG record collection?

It’s so easy with the KERRY PRINCE A/B BUDGET PLAN!

You can build a complete collection of your favorite records and all your friends will be jealous! Here’s the plan:

1. Choose your $1.98, $3.98, or $5.98 collection from the KERRY PRINCE catalog.

2. Pay $1.98 down and the balance in 4 weekly payments of $1.25 each.

3. Each month you’ll receive a new record and collection of your choice will be on your doorstep!

“Chitty Chitty Bang Bang” the most FANTASMAGORICAL musical adventure ever!

Starring

Dick VAN DYKE
Sally Ann HOWES
Lionel JEFFRIES
BEE GEES BROADWAY SHOW
BARRY WESTERN, NEW GOLD

A FULL-LENGTH stage musical written by the Bee Gees is to be presented simultaneously on Broadway and in London’s West End next year by the group in association with Robert Stigwood—producer of the controversial musical “Hair” which opened in London at the weekend. BARRY GIBB HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO MAKE HIS FILM SELLING ACTING DEBUT IN A WESTEND show. Details of the Broadway production are set, and because of “Bee Geesmania” at German hotels the group will live and travel to a British tour on their own tour-on-tours. The group has received its fifth gold disc for “The Loner Get A Message To You.”

BEATLES CONCERT REPORT

THE NME UNDERSTANDS THAT VIA THEIR APPEARANCE THE BEATLES HAVE BOOKED THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL, LONDON, FOR A LIVE CONCERT IN DECEMBER. THERE ARE REPORTS THAT OTHER ARTISTS—SOME OF THEM BARGAIN—ALSO TAKE PART.

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD IS SCHEDULED TO PERFORM ON STAGE AGAIN FOLLOWING THE REACTION TO HER IN-PERSON TV APPEARANCE OF THE REALITY SINGING “HE JUDE.” NO CONCERTS OF THE CONCERT WERE AVAILABLE FROM THE NME WHEN PRESS THIS WEEK. HOWEVER, "ROCKING ‘HAIR’"

MARRY CHARITY SHOCK

MARRY CHARITY SHOCK, who took part in the Beatles at 80s, has got a shock herself. She is being courted by MICK JAGGER, according to reports. MARY is said to have put her heartbreaker of a boyfriend MICK JAGGER on notice, and she is said to have told Mary that she would never make love to him again unless he stops playing with his guitar and starts playing with his heart.

NEW HENDRIX

The Rolling Stones' Experience's long-awaited new single is out on September 25th. The band has released a new single, "The Last Time," which features guest vocals from JANIS JOPLIN. The single was recorded during the Stones’ 1969 tour of America and is the first release from their upcoming album "Some Girls.

MARY金融 SHOCK

MARY CHARITY SHOCK, who took part in the Beatles at 80s, has got a shock herself. She is being courted by MICK JAGGER, according to reports. MARY is said to have put her heartbreaker of a boyfriend MICK JAGGER on notice, and she is said to have told Mary that she would never make love to him again unless he stops playing with his guitar and starts playing with his heart.

BARBER OPTIONS

BARRIE OXLEY, who has lived in London for seven years, was recently seen at the airport. He is said to have got a shock when he discovered that he had been invited to a private party at the home of a wealthy friend. BARREY OXLEY is said to have told his friends that he had not been invited to the party because he was too busy with his own affairs. He is said to have told his friends that he had not been invited to the party because he was too busy with his own affairs.

TREMS SIGN £25,000 PRESTIGE CLUB DEAL

THE Trems—up to No. 18 in this week's NME chart with “Lady Lady Lady” —were signed to a £25,000 deal to appear in clubs next year at Northern clubs operated by the Bailey Organisation. The Trems launch their major contract with a prestige appearance at Bailey’s new international James Bayley Club during Christmas week.

MONKEYS, JOSIS, MATHIS FOR TOURS—DETAILS

The Monkees and Josi Pinkett's group are to play at the new Trems Club in London next week. The Monkees are due to play at the club on November 23rd, and Josi Pinkett's group are due to play on November 24th. The Monkees will be supported by the Josi Pinkett's group.

NICE GUITARIST LEAVES BEE GEES

Several sources have indicated that the Bee Gees are planning to replace their guitarist with a new member. Sources have revealed that the group are looking for a replacement guitarist who can match the style and sound of their current guitarist. The group are said to be considering several candidates for the position, but have not yet made a decision.